Iraqi Civil Society Solidarity Initiative Conference
Oslo, Norway, 27-29 October 2014

Logistic note for participants

Reaching Oslo by plane:

Oslo Gardermoen Airport (OSL) is the main airport in Oslo, from there to the center you can take a train (20 minutes trip, costs around 30 USD)

There are two smaller airports with slower connections to the city center: Rygge (1 hour by bus to the center) and Torp (2 hours by bus to the center).

Venue of the Conference:

Hall of St. Olav Church
Akersveien, 16 C
0177 - Oslo

Hotel where ICSSI staff and the Iraqi delegation will be accommodated:

Anker Hotel Oslo: http://www.anker-hotel.no/en/

Anker Hostel: http://www.ankerhostel.no/en/

Book online as soon as possible! No reduced price is available for ICSSI conference participants. The conference organizers cannot do the booking for registered participants.

Food prices:

During the conference days (28-29 October), lunch and two coffee breaks will be provided for all participants, at a tentative price of 25 USD per day.
A light buffet-dinner will be offered by ICSSI to all participants at the social event on 27 October. Other dinners are not organized by ICSSI. The price of a meal in Oslo ranges from 15 USD (cheapest) to 35 USD (good).

ICSSI Contact person in Oslo: <Johanna.Rivera56@gmail.com>